Three in Many: Efimov physics in the presence of a Fermi sea
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Motivated by recent experiments on ⁶Li,¹³³Cs atomic mixtures with high mass imbalance, we study the Efimov correlation in atomic system of two heavy bosons (¹³³Cs) immersed in a bath of light fermions (⁶Li). Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we identify two different regimes, depending on the Fermi momentum of light fermions (k_F) and the boson-fermion scattering length a_s, where the presence of underlying Fermi sea plays distinct roles in the Efimov-type binding of bosons. Namely, in the regime k_F|a_s| ≲ 1 (k_F|a_s| ≳ 1), the Fermi sea induces an attractive (repulsive) effective interaction between bosons and thus favors (disfavors) the formation of bound state, which can be seen as the Efimov trimer dressed by the fermion cloud. Interestingly, this implies a non-monotonic behavior of these bound states as increasing the fermion density (or k_F). Moreover, we establish a generalized universal scaling law for the emergence/variation of such dressed Efimov bound states when incorporating a new scale (k_F) brought by the Fermi sea. These results can be directly tested in Li-Cs cold atoms experiment by measuring the modified bound state spectrum and the shifted Efimov resonance, which manifest an emergent non-trivial Efimov correlation in a fermionic many-body environment.

A main task of physics research is uncovering novel few-body correlations in interacting many-body systems. In 1970, Vitaly Efimov discovers an intriguing three-body effect, in which three identical bosons can form a sequence of bound states in the vicinity of two-body resonance and they satisfy a universal scaling law [1]. In recent years, the Efimov effect has been generalized to a variety of three-body systems with different statistics and mass ratios, and has also been verified in the ultra-cold gases of various atomic mixtures[2–22]. Given these developments, it is time to move on to address the interplay of such novel three-body effect and a many-body environment. For instance, how to visualize the Efimov effect/correlation in a many-body system? and in turn, how would a many-body background change the Efimov physics? These are all very charming while highly challenging problems, because they are associated with non-trivial few-body correlations in the strongly interacting many-body systems.

The polaron/impurity system, which consists of a few impurities immersed in a majority of other particles, can serve as the simplest platform for investigating the interplay problem between few and many. Depending on the statistics of majority particles, the system can be classified into Bose polarons and Fermi polarons, both having been realized in cold atoms experiments[23–31]. Theoretically, there have been a number of studies revealing the universal three-body correlations in Bose polaron and Fermi polaron systems[32–45]. Nevertheless, the experimental detection of three-body correlation in polaron systems still remains at its infancy[46].

In this work, we reveal the Efimov correlation in the impurity system consisting of two heavy bosons and a bath of light fermions. Our study is motivated by recent experimental progresses on ⁶Li(fermion)-¹³³Cs(boson) atomic mixtures[20, 21, 47–53]. Such system has a number of unique properties. First, the high mass ratio between bosons and fermions (¹³³Cs/⁶Li) supports a small Efimov scaling factor in Cs-Cs-Li three-body system, which enables the resolution of three consecutive Efimov resonances in realistic experiments[20, 21]. Secondly, by tuning the relative number of Li and Cs, one can prepare either the Bose polaron or the Fermi polaron in such mixture system. In our previous work, we have revealed visible Efimov signature in the spectral response of Bose polarons consisting of one Li impurity and a bath of Cs atoms[37, 38]. In the present work, we will study an alternative case, i.e., the Fermi polaron system consisting of two Cs atoms and a bath of Li fermions, and address how the Efimov-type bound state is modified by the presence of a Fermi sea background. Previous studies of similar setup showed that the Efimov bound state will be disfavored by the Fermi sea due to the Pauli blocking effect[40, 41].

Here we study the dressed bound state between two Cs bosons and the rest Li fermions using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation(BOA). The resulted typical energy spectrum is shown in Fig.1. One can see that the presence of a Fermi sea can significantly modify the bound state spectrum and the discrete Efimov scaling. We identify two regimes, depending on the dimensionless parameter k_F|a_s| (k_F is the Fermi momentum and a_s(< 0) is the boson-fermion scattering length), where the presence of Fermi sea plays distinct roles in the Efimov-type binding of bosons. Namely, in the regime k_F|a_s| ≲ 1 the Fermi sea will favor the bound state formation due to the enhanced boson-boson attraction mediated by fermions; while in the regime k_F|a_s| ≳ 1,
with a finite $k$ (i.e., the Efimov spectrum (black solid lines) of three-body system between few-body physics and many-body environment.

Emergent Efimov correlation in a fermionic many-body system porating the Fermi sea effect. These results review an emergence/variation of these dressed bound states by incorporating the Fermi sea effect. The validity of BOA can be tested by comparing the Efimov scaling factor of Li-Cs-Cs system $5.28$ under BOA with the accurate value $4.87$, which only gives a small relative error $\sim 8\%$. Previously, the BOA has been used to obtain the effective interaction between two heavy particles that is mediated by fermions[54]. Namely, given two particles with fixed coordinates $R_1$ and $R_2$, the interaction energy of the system is determined by the spectral shift of light fermions from both the bound states and the scattering states:

$$E(R) = -\frac{\kappa^2}{2m} - \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dk k \left( \delta_+(k) + \delta_-(k) \right)$$

where $R = |R_1 - R_2|$ is the relative distance, and the bound state solution $\kappa_{\pm}$ and the scattering phase shifts $\delta_{\pm}$ can all be obtained by matching the according wave functions to Bethe-Pierls boundary condition at $|r - R_{1,2}| \rightarrow 0$. By subtracting the asymptotic limit for two uncorrelated impurities, where $E(R \rightarrow \infty)$ approaches twice the single polaron energy $2E_p$, one can define the effective interaction between two impurities as

$$V_{\text{eff}}(R) = E(R) - 2E_p.$$  

Given the effective potential in Eq. 3, we complete the last step of solving the binding states of the two bosons from the Schrödinger equation:

$$\left( \frac{p^2}{M} + V_{\text{eff}}(R) \right) \Psi(R) = \Delta E \Psi(R).$$

The typical eigen-spectrum is shown in Fig.1 for the system of two Cs impurities imbedded in a bath of Li fermions with $k_F = 0.8a_0^{-1}$. From Fig.1(a), we can see that in the weak coupling regime $E$ follows $2E_p$, indicating two independent polarons. As increasing $1/a_s$

$$\mathcal{H} = \frac{P_1^2}{2M} + \frac{P_2^2}{2M} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{P_j^2}{2m} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( V(R_1 - r_j) + V(R_2 - r_j) \right),$$

FIG. 1. (Color Online). (a) Energy spectrum of two $^{133}\text{Cs}$ bosons immersed in a bath of $^6\text{Li}$ fermions with Fermi momentum $k_F = 0.8a_0^{-1}$. Dashed line shows twice of single polaron energy (i.e., $2E_p$). (b) Bound state spectrum $\Delta E \equiv E - 2E_p$ with a finite $k_F = 0.8a_0^{-1}$ (red dashed lines), in comparison to the Efimov spectrum (black solid lines) of three-body system (i.e., $k_F = 0$).

the Pauli-blocking effect dominates and the Fermi sea disfavors the bound state formation. Such opposite effects of fermion background immediately suggest a non-monotonic behavior of the bound state property (including the locations of their appearance and their binding energies) as increasing the fermion density, which can be directly probed in experiments. Finally, we establish a generalized universal scaling law for the emergence/variation of these dressed bound states by incorporating the Fermi sea effect. These results review an emergent Efimov correlation in a fermionic many-body system, which represents an important interplay effect between few-body physics and many-body environment.

Model. We consider a system of two heavy bosons (with mass $M$) interacting with a bath of light fermions (with mass $m$ ($\ll M$)), which is described by the Hamiltonian ($\hbar = 1$ throughout the paper)

$$\mathcal{H} = \frac{P_1^2}{2M} + \frac{P_2^2}{2M} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{P_j^2}{2m} + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( V(R_1 - r_j) + V(R_2 - r_j) \right),$$

where $R_1(2)$ and $P_1(2)$ label the position and momentum of the two boson atoms, while $r_j$ and $p_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, N$) label the position and momentum of $N$ majority fermions; $V(r)$ is the boson-fermion interaction potential described by an $s$-wave scattering length $a_s$, which can be tuned across resonance. Here we have neglected the weak boson-boson background interaction for simplicity.

Given the large mass ratio between Cs and Li, $M/m = 133/6$, we adopt the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA). The validity of BOA can be tested by comparing the Efimov scaling factor of Li-Cs-Cs system $5.28$ under BOA with the accurate value $4.87$, which only gives a small relative error $\sim 8\%$. Previously, the BOA has been used to obtain the effective interaction between two heavy particles that is mediated by fermions[54]. Namely, given two particles with fixed coordinates $R_1$ and $R_2$, the interaction energy of the system is determined by the spectral shift of light fermions from both the bound states and the scattering states:

$$E(R) = -\frac{\kappa^2}{2m} - \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dk k \left( \delta_+(k) + \delta_-(k) \right)$$

here $R = |R_1 - R_2|$ is the relative distance, and the bound state solution $\kappa_{\pm}$ and the scattering phase shifts $\delta_{\pm}$ can all be obtained by matching the according wave functions to Bethe-Pierls boundary condition at $|r - R_{1,2}| \rightarrow 0$. By subtracting the asymptotic limit for two uncorrelated impurities, where $E(R \rightarrow \infty)$ approaches twice the single polaron energy $2E_p$, one can define the effective interaction between two impurities as

$$V_{\text{eff}}(R) = E(R) - 2E_p.$$  

Given the effective potential in Eq. 3, we complete the last step of solving the binding states of the two bosons from the Schrödinger equation:

$$\left( \frac{p^2}{M} + V_{\text{eff}}(R) \right) \Psi(R) = \Delta E \Psi(R).$$

Here $\Delta E$ is the binding energy of two bosons and the total interaction energy of the system is given by $E = \Delta E + 2E_p$. In numerics, we have set a short-range cutoff at $R = R_c$ with $\Psi(R_c) = 0$. Throughout the paper we choose the length unit as $a_0 = 200R_c$ and accordingly the energy unit as $E_0 = 1/(ma_0^2)$.

The typical eigen-spectrum is shown in Fig.1 for the system of two Cs impurities imbedded in a bath of Li fermions with $k_F = 0.8a_0^{-1}$. From Fig.1(a), we can see that in the weak coupling regime $E$ follows $2E_p$, indicating two independent polarons. As increasing $1/a_s$
For bound states far from resonance (i.e., small low bound states depending on the interaction regime, sea with finite ing to $k$ the Efimov spectrum of three-body system (corresponding, $\Delta E$ the reduced mass). In this limit, each boson is tightly bouned with essentially one fermion to form a molecule and two molecules are nearly uncorrelated.

In Fig.1(b), we further plot the bound state spectrum $\Delta E$ in 1/$a_s < 0$ side for a typical $k_F$, in comparison with the Efimov spectrum of three-body system (corresponding to $k_F = 0$). One can see that the presence of a Fermi sea with finite $k_F$ can impose distinct effects to the shallow bound states depending on the interaction regime. For bound states far from resonance (i.e., small $|a_s|$), the presence of a Fermi sea can enhance the bound state formation, such that the binding energy $|\Delta E|$ gets larger at a given $a_s$ and the critical $a_c^{(n)}$ moves to even smaller value (see the left arrows in Fig.1(b)), i.e., weaker coupling strength. However, for the bound states near resonance (large $|a_s|$), they will be destroyed by the Fermi sea such that no corresponding discrete levels emerges below the two-polaron continuum.

Above feature can be seen more clearly in Fig.2 (a,b), where the variations of $\Delta E$ at the three-body Efimov resonance (i.e., $a_s = a_s^{(n=1,2,3)}$) and the critical 1/$a_c^{(n)}$ are plotted as a function of $k_F$. We can see that both $\Delta E$ and 1/$a_c^{(n)}$ evolves non-monotonically as increasing $k_F$. Accordingly, there are two different regimes. In the regime $k_F |a_s| \lesssim 1$, which refers to small Fermi sea and weak boson-fermion coupling, the presence of Fermi sea will enhance the bound state formation, in that $|\Delta E|$ gets deeper and 1/$a_c^{(n)}$ moves further to BCS side as increasing $k_F$. While in the regime $k_F |a_s| \gtrsim 1$, which refers to a large Fermi sea and strong boson-fermion coupling, the presence of Fermi sea will disfavor the bound state formation, in that $|\Delta E|$ get reduced and 1/$a_c^{(n)}$ moves to resonance regime as increasing $k_F$. These differences in $\Delta E$ and in $a_c^{(n)}$ reveals distinct effects of the fermion background to the formation of Efimov-type bound states, which depend on the fermion density and the boson-fermion coupling strength.

To explain these distinct features, we examine the fermion-mediated interaction $V_{eff}(R)$ and the resulted bound state wave function $\psi(R)$ at different fermion densities (or different $k_F$), and the results are shown in Fig.3. Here we have taken a shallow bound state at a given negative $a_s = -3a_0$. In the three-body case ($k_F = 0$), $V_{eff}$ is purely given by $-k^2/(2m)$, which is non-zero only in the regime $R < |a_s|$ and thus the wave function weight $R^2|\psi(R)|^2$ dominates in this region. When turning on a small $k_F$, as seen from Fig.3(a1,a2), $V_{eff}$ will be further lowered in the region $R < |a_s|$, which leads to a more pronounced $\psi(R)$ and thus an enhanced binding energy $|\Delta E|$. However, when $k_F$ is further increased to be fairly large, as shown in Fig.3(b1,b2), the presence of the Fermi sea plays a completely distinct role. In this case, $V_{eff}$ starts to become positive at $R \gtrsim 1/k_F$, and keeps oscillating at long distance\cite{55}. As increasing $k_F$, the region of repulsive $V_{eff}$ becomes more pronounced at distance $R \lesssim |a_s|$, and accordingly the ground state wave function $\psi(R)$ gradually become broadened and extend to long distance. In this case, the bound state will be disfavored by the Fermi sea, and the binding energy $|\Delta E|$ get reduced. These behaviors in $V_{eff}$ and $\psi$ explains the non-monotonic $\Delta E$ and 1/$a_c^{(n)}$ as functions of $k_F$, as revealed in Fig.2.

From the expression of $V_{eff}(R)$ (Eqs.2,3), we can see
that the effect of Fermi sea all comes from the scattering part, i.e., the collective contribution from the phase shifts of scattering states. For \( k_F|a_s| \lesssim 1 \), the scattering states gives an overall attractive mediated interaction between bosons (see Fig.3(a1)); while for \( k_F|a_s| \gtrsim 1 \), the repulsive component will become more dominant in the mediated interaction (see Fig.3(b1)). A physical picture to understand this is the following. Take a shallow Efimov bound state, its typical size \( \sim |a_s| \) in comparison with the inter-fermion distance \( l \). (a1,a2,a3) are for small fermion densities in the regime \( k_F|a_s| \lesssim 1 \): \( k_F|a_s|=1/3 \) (black solid line) and 2/3 (red dashed line); while (b1,b2,b3) are for large fermion densities in the regime \( k_F|a_s| \gtrsim 1 \): \( k_F|a_s|=4/3 \) (blue dash-dotted line) and 11/6 (purple dash-dot-dotted line). In addition, we show the case of zero \( k_F \) in all figures as a reference (gray lines).

FIG. 3. (Color Online). The fermion-mediated interaction \( V_{\text{eff}}(R) \) (a1,b1) and the bound state wave function \( \psi(R) \) (a2,b2) as a function of relative distance \( R \) between two heavy bosons. Here we consider a shallow bound state at the same \( a_s = -a_0/3 \) for all figures; (a3,b3) show corresponding schematic pictures for the size of three-body bound state \( \sim |a_s| \) in comparison with the inter-fermion distance \( l \). (a1,a2,a3) are for small fermion densities in the regime \( k_F|a_s| \lesssim 1 \); while for \( k_F|a_s| \gtrsim 1 \), the Pauli-blocking effect is negligible. In this case, the fermions contribute an overall attractive interaction between bosons and our result is consistent with the negative sign of induced boson-boson scattering length in the weak coupling limit[53, 56–59].

In the unitary limit with \( k_F|a_s| \gg 1 \), above picture immediately predicts that the bound state formation is essentially affected by the Pauli-blocking effect of fermions. In Fig.4, we show \( V_{\text{eff}}(R) \) and the resulted bound state spectrum for resonant boson-fermion interaction. Indeed, we can see that the presence of Fermi sea disfavors the formation of bound state in this case. As increasing \( k_F \), \( V_{\text{eff}} \) is shifted upward (Fig.4), and accordingly \( |\Delta E| \) decreases and finally vanishes at certain \( k_F \) (Fig.4(inset)).

A remarkable feature of the Efimov physics is its universal discrete scaling law. Here, in the presence of an underlying Fermi sea, a new momentum scale \( k_F \) enters the problem and the original scaling law breaks down. However, one can establish a set of generalized scaling laws by incorporating the variation of \( k_F \). Previously, part of the scaling laws were investigated using different techniques[40, 41]. Here we present the generalized discrete scaling relations for both the binding energies and the appearance locations of the dressed bound states. In the framework of BOA, this is seen more clearly in the unitary limit, where \( \delta_0(k) = \pi/2 \) and \( \tan \delta_k = \mp (k')_{F'} \) with \( k' = k/k_F \), the induced interaction \( V_{\text{eff}} \) (see Eq.3) falls into the following form:

\[
V(r) \propto \frac{1}{r^2} + k_F^2 f(k_F r),
\]

FIG. 4. (Color Online). Effective potential \( V_{\text{eff}}(R) \) mediated by fermions. The Fermi momentum \( k_F a_0 = 0 \) (black solid line), 3(red dashed line) and 6(blue dash-dotted line) respectively. Inset: the bound state energy \( \Delta E \) as varying \( k_F \) at resonance \( 1/a_s = 0 \). The gray dashed line is for the eye guide.
here $f(k_Fr)$ denotes a function of $k_Fr$. Then we can see that if we transform $r \rightarrow qr$ and $k_F \rightarrow k_F/q$ simultaneously, the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 4) recovers the continuous scaling symmetry. Further, one can develop a new discrete scaling law similar to that in the Efimov physics. Namely, by doing the following scaling transformation $R \rightarrow \lambda^{-1}R$, $a \rightarrow \lambda^{-1}a$, $k_F \rightarrow \lambda k_F$, where $\lambda = e^{\pi/\beta_0}$ is the scaling factor, the wave function $\Psi$ still satisfies corresponding Schrödinger equation with energy $E \rightarrow \lambda^2E$. This results in the following scaling law for the bound state energy:

$$\frac{E_{n+1}(k_F,a)}{E_n(\lambda k_F,\lambda^{-1}a)} = \frac{1}{\lambda^2}$$

Similarly, for the location of emergence of bound state, we have

$$\frac{a^{(n+1)}(k_F)}{a^{(n)}(\lambda k_F)} = \lambda.$$

These scalings have been verified by comparing the $x$ and $y$ coordinates in the intersections between any straight line crossing the original point and the curves shown in Fig.2(b) and Fig.4(inset). They can be seen as the generalized discrete scaling law in the many-body environment.

**Summary and discussion.** In summary, we have studied the Efimov correlation in a system of two heavy bosons immersed in a bath of light fermions. Taking the concrete model of Li-Cs mixtures, our results reveals the non-trivial many-body effect to the formation of Efimov-type bound states. The non-monotonic behavior of the bound states as increasing the fermion density, as well as the generalized discrete scaling law in the fermion density domain, can all be realistically detected by measuring the modified bound state spectrum and the shifted Efimov resonance, as done previously in cold atoms experiments in the few-body context [5–21]. For instance, for the $^6$Li-$^{133}$Cs mixture at the second three-atom threshold $a_s^{(2)} \sim -100 \text{nm}$, when increasing the fermion density to $\sim 2 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, the new Efimov resonance can be moved to $a_s^{(2)} \sim -50 \text{nm}$.

It is interesting to ask whether the non-monotonic effect of Fermi sea can be extended to systems with a general mass ratio between bosons and fermions. Our preliminary answer is yes. This is based on two observations. First, in the weak coupling regime (small $|a_s|$), the effective boson-boson interaction mediated by fermions is always attractive [56–58], regardless of the mass ratio. Secondly, in the case of very dense fermions (large $k_F$), it is natural from the schematic picture (see Fig.3(b3)) that the bound state will be strongly affected (disfavored) by Pauli-blocking effect. Given that $k_F|a_s|$ is the only dimensionless long-range parameter in the problem, these two situations directly determines two different regimes for the Fermi sea effect on bound state formation. Namely, the limit of small (large) $k_F|a_s|$ will favor (disfavor) the formation of dressed bound states, and this conclusion is expected to hold for all mass ratios between impurity bosons and background fermions.
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[46] The experiment in Ref. [29] reveals the three-body (not Efimov) contribution in the polaron spectrum.


[55] Note that the oscillating potential $V_{\text{eff}}$ in the regime $k_F|a_s| > 1$ should be distinguished from the RKKY potential, which applies in the region $|a_s| < 1/k_F$, R [54].


